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Between August 12-17 2013, Anne Frank House The Netherlands (AFH) and Youth Initiative
for Human Rights BH (YIHR BH) in cooperation with Humanity in Action (HiA) organized the
film workshop “Memory Walk” in neighbouring cities Sarajevo and Istočno-Sarajevo. In 5
days, 12 participants - coming from different backgrounds and parts of both cities- went
together on a discovery journey to explore and document the monuments in their direct
surroundings to find out more about these – often competing- cemented memories in stone
of World War II and the war in the 1990s. This workshop was funded by Humanity in Action,
the German Embassy of BH, the Austrian Embassy of BH, the Italian Embassy of BH and
United Nations Volunteers. This report presents the project background, its activities and
evaluations.
Project background and organization
The memorial landscape in and around Sarajevo is highly divided, with competing
memories screaming at each other in public. Although being exposed on a daily basis to
these cemented memories in stone, young people often know or care little about the
messages behind the monuments. Born during or right after the war of the 1990s, they
grow up in a repressive socio-political climate in which the representation of the past in the
present is often misused, selective and one-sided.
This workshop aimed to counter these trends and to encourage a critical stance towards
the process of memorialization, to focus on alternative ways of remembering and to
promote a more inclusive reflection on past, present and future across ethnic and
geographic boundaries. One of the ultimate aims was to use the discussion about
memorialization in Sarajevo and Istočno Sarajevo as a means for a constructive
dialogue between youngsters coming from different backgrounds and cities, to increase
knowledge and understanding about complex issues related to history and memory and
its misuse in the present, and to reflect on the roles and responsibilities of youth towards
public remembrance.
The workshop was organized by Laura Boerhout (AFH), Lamija Landzo (HiA) and Nina
Seremet (YIHR BH). After a challenging but successful journey in securing sufficient
funding, the summer was spent on developing the contents of the workshop (workshops
and lectures), organizing all logistical aspects (venue, catering, transportation),
preparing the promotional material (logo, notebooks, thank-you gifts), evening
programme and the public screening. Throughout the workshop assistance was provided
by volunteers (Inga Kotlo from Humanity in Action, Chloe Grant from YIHR BH and
Dijana Pelko), experts (historian Nicolas Moll, architect Aida Murtic, photographer
Branislav Prijak, activist Aldijana Okeric).
Participants were selected by means of an open call promoted on websites, portals and
by contacting the network of YIHR. Potential participants had to fill out a form in which
they expressed their interest and answer questions about the importance of
memorialization for them and their possible video making skills. They expressed that
they expected to learn more about monuments outside their classroom, to explore the
significance and reasons for neglect of monuments, to acquire video making skills and to
make new friends.
Out of numerous applications thirteen participants were selected (one participant
cancelled right before the workshop) who met the requirements: living in or around

Sarajevo or Istočno-Sarajevo, committed to take part in the 5-day workshop and
possessing basic English language skills. To the surprise of local partner organization
YIHR BH this was the first project in this field that attracted more male than female
participants coming from both urban and rural areas. Next to that the participants weren’t
the “usual NGO suspects” as most of them were rather new to participating in such a
project.
Project activities
The workshop kicked off with a Memorialization Day filled with lectures by experts with a
history, architecture, photography and activist background involved with memorialization.
This was interspersed with creative exercises based upon the input they gathered
throughout the day and homework the participants had to conduct prior to workshop on
monuments of their neighbourhood. The inspiring lectures and discussions put public
remembrance in Bosnia and Herzegovina in a European context, focused on connecting
memory sites opposed to biased and one-sided narratives and learned participants how to
“read” a monument from different angles. Invited speakers showed in an inspiring way how
they are actively engaged with alternative ways of remembering. During this day they did
not only reflect on the representation of the past in the present, but also on their own roles
& responsibilities. The mind-mapping and drawing exercise “My Ideal Monument” showed
their creativity and well developed ideas in how to fill the public space.
This day was followed by a guided Monument Tour through both cities. Under the
guidance of historians Laura Boerhout and Nicolas Moll more than 10 monuments were
visited, during which participants were encouraged to discover and critically reflect on the
function, message and meaning of different sites of memory. Next they had the task to
choose a specific monument and make a small video about it.
After researching the monument in-depth and learning how to interview and film they went
out on Filming Day to shot footage for the video clips. They went out to discover the
stories behind the monuments and to interview citizens about their perceptions. On Editing
Day they went on to edit the clips under the guidance of professional editors. During these
two days the participants were guided by professional editors Aaron Peterer and Lukas
Ellmer from Austria who taught the participants necessary editing and video-making skills
and supported them to produce the final video clips.
On the last day, the young filmmakers proudly presented their just-finished video clips
during a Public Screening in Art Cinema Kriterion in Sarajevo during the annual Film
Festival in front of a large crowd of relatives, friends and distinguished guests. After
receiving their certificates a panel discussion commenced. Historian Nicolas Moll, architect
Aida Murtić and peace activist and director of Forum ZFD Ljubinka Petrović-Ziemer were
invited to comment on the movies presented by the participants and to reflect on the
challenges and opportunities of memorialization in a post-conflict society. The closing
ceremony ended with a reception. For more information on the program see annex 1 and
for a selection of pictures see annex 2.
Evaluation
From the organizers point of view, it was a challenging project given the sensitivity of the
topic, but also a very rewarding one since the group was highly motivated, hard-working and
open-minded. The discussions throughout the workshop were often intense, especially
during the Monument Tour, but also enriching as the participants were encouraged to voice
their own opinions and reflections. The organizers were satisfied that a safe space had been
established in which each participant could freely talk and the discussions were often open
and constructive.
Evaluations were conducted both orally, by means of a hand exercise and in writing

afterwards. During the final debriefing the participants expressed how they gained new
knowledge and perspectives regarding the process of memorialization, skills in video making,
but above all visited new places and meeting new friends: something that is not so common
between the two neighbouring cities. Exploring monuments in both Sarajevo and IstočnoSarajevo proved to be a unique opportunity for many participants to visit parts of their country
they never visited before and to discuss the monuments they found there. In the words of
one of the participants: “I liked talking about different monuments with people that aren’t my
nationality.”
In the written evaluations (based upon extensive questionnaires) the participants gave the
organizers maximum grades and graded the content of the project as excellent. It further
showed how they realized the importance and complexity of the subject better. All of the
participants plan to use the knowledge they acquired, by talking and writing about the subject
in their direct surroundings. One of the major lessons learned is to add an extra day to
ensure the most pleasant and productive learning environment. There was a general
agreement that from a logistical point of view program was too tight and packed. The entire
evaluation report is available upon request.
A few reflections of the participants:

o “I saw most of the monuments before, but the tour really gave me new perspective and I looked at every monument
with different eyes.”
o “Being able to convert the semantic knowledge that we gained into practical hands on work allowed me to process
the information and understand it fully.”
o “A life-changing experience”
o “You have provided me with knowledge that our education system has failed to give us.”
o “I've learned to look deeper into the messages behind monuments.”
o “I think that after the workshop, I am more open-minded than before and I can understand better some things that
happened in the past and I feel them more close to me than before.”
o “I thought it is something that will last for 4-5 days, as always when I get back home full of new experiences,
but when everything calmed down, I could only see them more clearly and be more interested then I was
before.”

Follow-up
At the end of the workshop the participants were already informed about the opportunity to
take action themselves, for which funding is secured. The participants have a task to
screen the clips in their communities, to encourage discussions about memorials in their
own personal way. At the moment the first public screening of the video clips has been
organized already, while an article has been written by one of the participants on an online
web portal. Other ideas that were presented by the participants until now: a cleaning action
of an abandoned site of memory (Vraca Memorial Park), a literary competition on
monuments, a TV broadcast on the topic, a workshop “my ideal monument” for a children’s
art class and several presentations and screenings in schools.
The clips have been printed on DVDS and published on YouTube and will be presented to
different organizations in the hope it will be used as an educational tool. There are also
plans to travel around Bosnia and Herzegovina with a Memory Walk workshop (providing
the opportunity for those that were rejected because they did not meet the geographic
requirements to participate) and to set up trans-European exchanges.
Web links
o Sarajevo Roses:
o Milan Simović Monument:
o Vraca Memorial Park:
o Behind the Scenes:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbZLMMrJJEw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HaWtl0Ywks
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irdHHnNdaDw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtHQSUNkDjg

Annex 1: program

Monday
August 12

“Arrival Day”

17.00

Arrival of participants

19.00

Welcome Buffet

Evening program

SHL

Wednesday
August 12

“Monument Tour”

Tuesday
August 13

“Memorialization Day”

08.15-08.45

Breakfast

08.30-09.00

Breakfast

08.45

Departure to Sarajevo

09.00-10.30

09.00-11.30

Monument tour Sarajevo

11.30-11.45

Travel to Vraca

Welcome
Get-to-know each other
Introduction project
Coffee break

11.45-12.30

Monument tour Vraca

12.30-13.00

Travel to Istočno -Sarajevo

12.15-13.15

13.00-13.45

Lunch

13.15-14.30

13.15-15.15

Monument tour Istočno -Sarajevo

14.30-14.45

“Alternative ways of remembering”
Lecture historian Nicolas Moll
Coffee break

15.15-15.30

Coffee break

14.45-15.45

Monuments from my neighbourhood

15.30-16.15

Travel to SHL

15.45-16.45

16.15-17.00

Debriefing

17.00-19.00

Preparation video clips:
researching and interviewing
Dinner SHL

16.45-17.30

Memoralization in Action
o Aldijana Okeric (activist)
o Branimir Prijak (artist)
o Aida Murtić (architect)
My ideal monument-exercise

17.30-18.00

Debriefing and reflection

18.30

Departure for dinner

19.00-21.00

Dinner Bijela Tabija

19.00

Evening program SHL

10.30-10.45
10.45-12.15

“Forms and functions of monuments”
Lecture historian Nicolas Moll
Lunch

Evening program Walk in city centre

Thursday
August 15

“Filming Day”

Friday
August 16

“Editing Day”

08.30-09.00

Breakfast

08.30-09.00 Breakfast

09.00-10.00

Preparation for filming

09.00-10.30 Editing part 2

10.00-14.00

Filming on the street

10.30-10.45 Coffee break

14.00-15.00

Debriefing and reflection

10.45-12.00 Editing part 3
12.00.12.30 Lunch

15.00-15.15

Coffee break

15.15-15.45

Explaining the editing

15.45-18.30

Editing part 1

19.00

Dinner SHL

12.30-14.30 Editing part 4
14.30-15.30 Screening and discussion
15.30-17.00 Evaluation
17.30

Departure for dinner

18.00-20.00 Dinner Staklo

Evening program SHL

Saturday
August 17

21.00

Screening Opening night SFF

23.00

Departure back to SHL

“Screening Day”

09.00-09.30 Breakfast
09.30-10.30 Follow-up
10.30-10.45 Coffee break
10.30-11.30 Preparation screening
11.30

Departure to Kriterion

12.30-13.15 Public screening
Panel discussion
13.15-14.00 Reception Kriterion
14.00-15.00 Closing
15.00

Farewell
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